Observation of a charged charmoniumlike structure Z c (4020) and search for the Z c (3900) in e + e
Abstract
We study e + e − → π + π − h c at center-of-mass energies from 3.90 GeV to 4.42 GeV using data samples collected with the BESIII detector operating at the Beijing Electron Positron Collider. The Born cross sections are measured at 13 energies, and are found to be of the same order of magnitude as those of e + e − → π + π − J/ψ but with a different line shape. In the π ± h c mass spectrum, a distinct structure, referred to as Z c (4020), is observed at 4.02 GeV/c 2 . The Z c (4020) carries an electric charge and couples to charmonium. A fit to the π ± h c invariant mass spectrum, neglecting possible interferences, results in a mass of (4022.9 ± 0.8 ± 2.7) MeV/c 2 and a width of (7.9 ± 2.7 ± 2.6) MeV for the Z c (4020), where the first errors are statistical and the second systematic. The difference between the parameters of this structure and the Z c (4025) observed in D * D * final state is within 1.5σ, but whether they are the same state needs further investigation. No significant Z c (3900) signal is observed, and upper limits on the Z c (3900) production cross sections in π ± h c at center-of-mass energies of 4.23 and 4.26 GeV are set.
PACS numbers: 14.40.Rt, 14.40.Pq, 13.66.Bc In the study of the e + e − → π + π − J/ψ at center-of-mass (CM) energies around 4.26 GeV, the BESIII [1] and Belle [2] experiments observed a charged charmoniumlike state, the Z c (3900), which was confirmed shortly after with CLEO data at a CM energy of 4.17 GeV [3] . As there are at least four quarks within the Z c (3900), it is interpreted either as a tetraquark state, DD * molecule, hadro-quarkonium, or other configuration [4] . More recently, BESIII has observed another charged Z c (4025) state in e + e − → π ± (D * D * ) ∓ [5] . These states together with similar states observed in the bottomonium system [6] would seem to indicate that a new class of hadrons has been observed.
Such a particle may couple to π ± h c [4] and thus can be searched for in e + e − → π + π − h c . This final state has been studied by CLEO [7] , and a hint of a rising cross section at 4.26 GeV has been observed. An improved measurement may shed light on understanding the nature of the Y (4260) as well [8, 9] .
In this Letter, we present a study of e + e − → π + π − h c at 13 CM energies from 3.900 to 4.420 GeV. The data samples were collected with the BESIII detector [10] , and are listed in Table I. The CM energies ( √ s) are measured with a beam energy measurement system [11] with an uncertainty of ±1.0 MeV. A charged structure is observed in the π ± h c invariant mass spectrum at 4.02 GeV/c 2 (referred to as the Z c (4020) hereafter). We also report on the search for Z c (3900) decays into the same final state. No significant signal is observed, and an upper limit on the production rate is determined. In the studies presented here, the h c is reconstructed via its electricdipole (E1) transition h c → γη c with η c → X i , where X i signifies 16 exclusive hadronic final states: We select charged tracks, photons, and K 0 S → π + π − candidates as described in Ref. [13] . A candidate π 0 (η) is reconstructed from pairs of photons with an invariant mass in the range
, where m π 0 (m η ) is the nominal π 0 (η) mass [14] .
In selecting To determine the species of final state particles and to select the best photon when additional photons (and π 0 or η candidates) are found in an event, the combination with the minimum value of + π − h c signal events, the γη c mass spectrum is fitted using the MC simulated signal shape convolved with a Gaussian function to reflect the mass resolution difference (around 10%) between data and MC simulation, together with a linear background. The fit to the 4.26 GeV data is shown in Fig. 1 . The tail in the high mass side is due to the events with initial state radiation (ISR) which is simulated well in MC, and its fraction is fixed in the fit. At the energy points with large statistics (4.23, 4.26, and 4.36 GeV), the fit is applied to the 16 η c decay modes simultaneously, while at the other energy points, we fit the mass spectrum summed over all the η c decay modes. The number of signal events (n obs hc ) and the measured Born cross section at each energy are listed in Table I . The π + π − h c cross section appears to be constant above 4.2 GeV with a possible local maximum at around 4.23 GeV. This is in contrast to the observed energy dependence in the e + e − → π + π − J/ψ channel which revealed a decrease of cross sections at higher energies [2, 17] .
Systematic errors in the cross section measurement mainly come from the luminosity measurement, the branching fraction of h c → γη c , the branching fraction of η c → X i , the detection efficiency, the ISR correction factor, and the fit. The integrated luminosity at each energy point is measured using large angle Bhabha events, and it has an estimated uncertainty of 1.2%. The branching fractions of h c → γη c and η c → X i are taken from Refs. [12, 13] . The uncertainties in the detection efficiency are estimated in the same way as described in Refs. [13, 16] , and the error in the ISR correction is estimated as described in Ref. [1] . Uncertainties due to the choice of the signal shape, the background shape, the mass resolution, and fit range are estimated by varying the h c and η c resonant parameters and line shapes in MC simulation, varying the background function from linear to a second-order polynomial, varying the mass resolution difference between data and MC simulation by one standard deviation, and by extending the fit range. Assuming all of the sources are independent, the total systematic error in the π + π − h c cross section measurement is determined to be between 7% and 9% depending on the energy, and to be conservative we take 9% for all the energy points. The uncertainty in B(h c → γη c ) is 15.7% [14] , common to all energy points, and quoted separately in the cross section measurement. Altogether, about 95% of the total systematic errors are common to all the energy points.
Intermediate states are studied by examining the Dalitz plot of the selected π + π − h c candidate events. The h c signal is selected using 3.518 < M γηc < 3.538 GeV/c 2 and the sideband using 3.490 < M γηc < 3.510 GeV/c 2 or 3.560 < M γηc < 3.580 GeV/c 2 , which is twice as wide as the signal region. Figure 2 shows the Dalitz plot of the π + π − h c candidate events summed over all energies. While there are no clear structures in the π + π − system, there is clear evidence for an exotic charmoniumlike structure in the π ± h c system. Figure 3 shows the projection of the M π ± hc (two entries per event) distribution for the signal events, as well as the background events estimated from normalized h c mass sidebands. There is a significant peak at around 4.02 GeV/c 2 (the Z c (4020)), and the wider peak at low masses is the reflection of the Z c (4020). There are also some events at around 3.9 GeV/c 2 , which could be the Z c (3900). The individual data sets at 4.23 GeV, 4.26 GeV and 4.36 GeV show similar structures.
An unbinned maximum likelihood fit is applied to the M π ± hc distribution summed over the 16 η c decay modes. The data at 4.23 GeV, 4.26 GeV, and 4.36 GeV are fitted simultaneously with the same signal function with common mass and width. The signal shape is parameterized as a constant width relativistic Breit-Wigner (BW) function convolved with a Gaussian with a mass resolution determined from data directly. Assuming the spin-parity of the Z c (4020) J P = 1 + , a phase space factor pq 3 is considered in the partial width, where p is the Z c (4020) momentum in the e + e − CM frame and q is the h c momentum in the Z c (4020) CM frame. The background shape is parameterized as an ARGUS function [18] . The efficiency curve is considered in the fit, but possible interferences between the signal and background are neglected. Figure 4 shows the fit results; the fit yields a mass of (4022.9 ± 0.8) MeV/c 2 , and a width of (7.9 ± 2.7) MeV. The goodness-of-fit is found to be χ 2 /ndf = 27.3/32 = 0.85 by projecting the events into a histogram with 46 bins. The statistical significance of the Z c (4020) signal is calculated by comparing the fit likelihoods with and without the signal. Besides the nominal fit, the fit is also performed by changing the fit range, the signal shape, or the background shape. In all cases, the significance is found to be greater than 8.9σ.
The numbers of Z c (4020) events are determined to be N(Z c (4020) ± ) = 114 ± 25, 72 ± 17, and 67 ± 15 at 4.23 GeV, 4.26 GeV, and 4.36 GeV, respectively. The cross sections are calculated to be σ(e + e − → π ± Z c (4020) ∓ → π + π − h c ) = (8.7 ± 1.9 ± 2.8 ± 1.4) pb at 4.23 GeV, (7.4 ± 1.7 ± 2.1 ± 1.2) pb at 4.26 GeV, and (10.3 ± 2.3 ± 3.1 ± 1.6) pb at 4.36 GeV, where the first errors are statistical, the second ones systematic (described in detail below), and the third ones from the uncertainty in B(h c → γη c ) [14] . The Z c (4020) production rate is uniform at these three energy points.
Adding a Z c (3900) with mass and width fixed to the BESIII measurement [1] in the fit, results in a statistical significance of 2.1σ (see the inset of Fig. 4) . We set upper limits on the production cross sections as σ(e + e − → π ± Z c (3900) ∓ → π + π − h c ) < 13 pb at 4.23 GeV and < 11 pb at 4.26 GeV, at the 90% confidence level (C.L.). The probability density function from the fit is smeared by a Gaussian function with standard deviation of σ sys to include the systematic error effect, where σ sys is the relative systematic error in the cross section measurement described below. We do not fit the 4.36 GeV data as the Z c (3900) signal overlaps with the reflection of the Z c (4020) signal.
The systematic errors for the resonance parameters of the Z c (4020) come from the mass calibration, parametrization of the signal and background shapes, possible existence of the Z c (3900) and interference with it, fitting range, efficiency curve, and the mass resolution. The uncertainty from the mass calibration is estimated using the difference between the measured and known h c masses and −(0.7 ± 0.2) MeV/c 2 , respectively. Since our signal topology has one low momentum pion and many tracks from the h c decay, we assume these differences added in quadrature, 2.6 MeV/c 2 , is the systematic error due to the mass calibration. Spin-parity conservation forbids a zero spin for the Z c (4020), and assuming that contributions from D-wave or higher are negligible, the only alternative is J P = 1 − for the Z c (4020). A fit under this scenario yields a mass difference of 0.2 MeV/c 2 and a width difference of 0.8 MeV. The uncertainty due to the background shape is determined by changing to a second-order polynomial and by varying the fit range. A difference of 0.1 MeV/c 2 for the mass is found from the former, and differences of 0.2 MeV/c 2 for mass and 1.1 MeV for width are found from the latter. Uncertainties due to the mass resolution are estimated by varying the resolution difference between data and MC simulation by one standard deviation of the measured uncertainty in the mass resolution of the h c signal; the difference is 0.5 MeV in the width, which is taken as the systematic error. The uncertainty in the efficiency curve results in 0.1 MeV/c 2 for mass and 0.1 MeV for width. Uncertainties due to the possible existence of the Z c (3900) and the interference with it are estimated by adding a Z c (3900) amplitude incoherently or coherently in the fit. The uncertainties due to Z c (3900) is 0.2 MeV/c 2 for mass and 2.1 MeV for width, while the uncertainties due to interference is 0.5 MeV/c 2 for the mass and 0.4 MeV for the width. Assuming all the sources of systematic uncertainty are independent, the total systematic error is 2.7 MeV/c 2 for the mass, and 2.6 MeV for the width.
The systematic errors in σ(
are estimated in the same way as for σ(e + e − → π + π − h c ). The systematic errors due to the inclusion of the Z c (3900) signal, the possible interference between Z c (4020) and Z c (3900), the fitting range, the signal and background parameterizations, the h c signal window selection, the mass resolution, and the efficiency curve, in addition to those in the σ(e + e − → π + π − h c ) measurement, are considered and summarized in Table II . The systematic errors in σ(e + e − → π ± Z c (3900 In summary, we measure e + e − → π + π − h c cross sections at CM energies between 3.90 and 4.42 GeV for the first time. These cross sections are of the same order of magnitude as those of the e + e − → π + π − J/ψ measured by BESIII [1] and other experiments [2, 17] , but with a different line shape. There is a broad structure at high energy with a possible local maximum at around 4.23 GeV. A narrow structure very close to the (D * D * ) ± threshold with a mass of (4022.9 ± 0.8 ± 2.7) MeV/c 2 and a width of (7.9 ± 2.7 ± 2.6) MeV is observed in the π ± h c mass spectrum. This structure couples to charmonium and has an electric charge, which is suggestive of a state containing more quarks than just a charm and an anti-charm quark, as the Z c (3900) observed in the π ± J/ψ system [1] [2] [3] . We do not find a significant signal for Z c (3900) → π ± h c and the production cross section is found to be smaller than 11 pb at the 90% C.L. at 4.26 GeV, which is lower than that of Z c (3900) → π ± J/ψ [1] . The Z c (4020) parameters agree within 1.5σ of those of the Z c (4025), observed in e + e − → π ± (D * D * ) ∓ at CM energy 4.26 GeV [5] . Results for the latter at 4.23 and 4.36 GeV may help us to understand whether they are the same state.
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